
TOSCOTEC SErviCE

A customer is forever.
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EvEry day wE strivE to win thE trust of thE companiEs 
that havE chosEn to work with us.  
thE goal of our sErvicE modEl is to offEr high standards 
of EfficiEncy, intEgrating and dElivEring tangiblE valuEs 
that rEprEsEnt a compEtitivE lEvEl for our cliEnts right 
from thE outsEt.



STEEL YankEE DrYEr SErviCE 
In-depth machine check-ups.
steel yankee dryers operate in highly stressful conditions. to monitor their conditions and maintain efficiency  
over time, toscotec provides services based on periodic tests and specific measurements which include:

Standard action provides for two years’ time service package for standard size steel yankee dryer’s and require:

Different Service Packages are available for helping you in keeping up with your steel yankee dryer:

   metalization condition tests
   condensate removal system and  

steel yankee dryer interior check-up
    syd condition testing by means  

of ultrasonic and magnetic controls
   ultrasonic test on the structural welds  

and bolts
   run-out measurement
   final reporting

   production data monitoring / measurement (optional)
    production temperature profile with contact thermometer  

and ir thermal imaging camera measurements (optional)
    steel yankee dryer diameter control both in hot  

and ambient temperature conditions (optional)
   doctoring system check-up (optional)
   warm-up procedure check-up (optional)
   steel yankee dryer steam circuit water parameter  

check-up (optional)

   1 engineer
   1 ndt specialized engineer

    2 days work starting from cooled syd
   activities coordinated Engineer with mill safety manager

   6 years cover package including  
3 planned services every 2 years

   customized service for problems detection
   vibration analysis and cylinder balancing



PLanT OPTimiZaTiOn 
More presence, more efficiency.
a fundamental objective of the toscotec service division programme is to provide guarantees  
that customers receive a dedicated assistance service. this principle is put into practice  
by an effective field presence and hands-on participation in the company’s production activities,  
which means that we can experience the customer’s real situation as though it were our own  
and understand the specific needs involved.

our model entails ongoing support during plant start-up and follow-up, followed by in site  
assistance on request.

in this case, the goal is to build an ongoing dialogue that enables the customer to define  
their goals clearly and our team to devise simple solutions that increase both the efficiency  
and daily production output of plants, as well as the quality of the finished product. 

toscotec analyzers and measurement solutions portfolio includes long tradition  
of pioneering innovative features in challenging process areas.  
working closely with the customers and the industry leaders we have developed  
the best value providing solutions in the tissue & paper industry.



SParE ParTS
Machinery that’s always new.
the production cycle cannot come to a standstill and toscotec knows  
this full well. for this reason we place special emphasis on spare parts 
assistance, devoting an entire team to the service and creating a database  
of spare parts, right from the design stage, that is closely integrated with  
the customer’s maintenance system and any management software used.

this means we can provide Toscotec brand spare parts or any  
other products available on the market based on the application  
environment, for all machines, including specially designed components,  
as fast as possible and anywhere in the world.

turnkey projects involve the supply of spare parts for all plant components, 
including auxiliary equipment. 

Toscotec worldwide presence ensure fast response to your needs.

our specialists are in continuous contact with customer’s mill  
guaranteeing prompt deliveries around the globe.



rOLL mainTEnanCE anD rECOnDiTiOning 
Your specialist.
the rotating parts are fundamental components in our machines. this is why we have a specialist 
associated company to maintain them, S.TO.R.I., which was created to deliver the highest standards  
of specialist assistance.

S.TO.R.I., which has its headquarters in the same industrial area as toscotec, offers customers a 
comprehensive rotating parts service ranging from balancing to full reconditioning of suction presses.

the company also offers made to measure services and a precision maintenance programme, 
with packages of services that include periodic overhauls performed at specialist units, in 
addition to rebalancing, grinding and reconditioning.

for even more comprehensive service, S.TO.R.I. doesn’t only provide assistance for toscotec 
products, but also for rotating components manufactured by other suppliers. 

The RAnge Of SeRvIceS PROPOSeD  
bY S.TO.R.I. IncluDeS:

     full roll and press maintenance service

     suction press reconditioning and spare parts

     roll grinding

      periodical checks on reduction gear and fan pumps

     modifications to and the implementation of construction details

      bearing inspection and control

    roll coatings (through sub-suppliers)

     vibrometer and non destructive (nd) tests



Training & EDuCaTiOn 
Knowledge and know-how.
for us, being close to our customers means first and foremost transferring 
know-how and sharing the culture that permeates the product.

the training provided takes the form of programmes for paper mill operators, 
through an offering of both in-house and external courses.

the courses organised at our head office are on general maintenance and 
mechanical assembly in the stage prior to unit installation. the training 
programmes organised at paper mills, on the other hand, are addressed to 
papermaking technology, process optimisation, startup and safety procedures, 
and plant maintenance.

Acquaint your personnel with the paper making process from stock 
preparation to rewinding and get awareness of how to increase  
performance with more energy saving.

PLanT SurvEY 

A service that produces efficiency.
a machine is like an athlete’s body. it is a complex system that has to deliver 
the best possible performance in order to deliver a real competitive edge.

these are toscotec’s goals not only in the design, production and marketing 
of plants and machinery, but also in the supply of packages, including all the 
services needed to improve the reliability, performance, profitability and 
operating life cycle of its products.

condition monitoring produces real-time machine health information that can 
be utilized in planning and scheduling maintenance operations.  
Taking right actions in right time guarantees maximum process availability  
and efficient maintenance process. data and machinery condition information 
can be easily combined for efficient analysis and problem solving.



ASIA & PAcIfIc 

toscotec paper machine (shanghai) co., ltd. 
598, heng’an road, gaohang

200137 shanghai, pr china

nORTh AMeRIcA

toscotec north america
3313 s. packerland drive
de pere, wi 54115, usa

ITAlY

toscotec s.p.a. 
viale Europa, 317/f 

55012 marlia, lucca, italia

www.toscotec.com


